MANAGING THE
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Too much information, not enough time.
With the number of new scientific papers each year

wider pressure libraries face to drive higher student

now exceeding 2.5 million and publishing scientists

satisfaction survey results, improve pass-rates, and

worldwide growing at a rate of 4-5% per year , the

increase research output at their institution, and it’s easy

task for researchers and students needing to draw

to see how demands on this department are growing.
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from this ever-deepening well of knowledge can
be overwhelming. And the challenge isn’t limited to

Today, the library needs to make it as easy as possible

published research. Since the early 90s, researchers

for its students and researchers to retrieve material

have been making their early-stage findings available

from an expanding range of sources, including: research

on preprint servers, and in the past couple of years

papers, conference proceedings, theses, reports, book

preprints have gone mainstream. This can be seen

chapters, datasets, and code repositories. And more

as a double-edged sword: far more research is now

than just helping them to identify the most relevant

freely available to the academic community, but at

information, librarians must also help students think

the expense of even greater information overload.

critically about this information. Is it trustworthy and
why? Where did it come from? How can it be quickly

In the recent THE article How can academics keep up

evaluated to assess its value? And when is the right time

with the literature? one chemistry professor summed

to read a research paper in full?

up the situation in fairly stark terms:
A recent MLA interview with two librarians from Western
Oregon University and University of Washington

I make the effort to read (OK, skim) papers

highlighted that:

each week, but I confess that I have given
up searching databases and preprint
servers. There is just too much content

A fallacy about traditionally college-aged

published and no easy way to find things

students today is that simply because they

that are both high quality and relevant,

are computer-literate or know how to use

even using keywords.

3

Oliver A. H. Jones RMIT University, Melbourne.

various pieces of technology (like their
phones), they are information-literate.
One of the biggest challenges for teachers
and librarians is making students aware
that not all information is available online

For librarians, the challenge is helping their students
navigate the ever-expanding pool of research and

and that online information is often not
4
the kind of information they need for their

college-level research assignments.

find the information that will be most useful to
them – a task that’s demanding more sophisticated
research tools and methods. Combine that with the
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And with employers now looking for graduates

skills in an environment of exponentially rising

who are not only media and technology literate,

research output, increased use of mobile devices,

but also adept at analysing, filtering and validating

and diminishing time available for focused research.

large volumes of information, the responsibility for

We outline some of the most pressing challenges

teaching these skills often sits with the library. This

for librarians teaching research skills today, and

paper takes a look at the methods and technologies

move on to an overview of some of the tools and

librarians can adopt to effectively teach research

technologies emerging to solve these problems.

How the growth of available research is
impacting the literature review.

1: Searching and screening literature
One of the activities common to all researchers –

Limitations of existing search tools

from undergraduates to post-docs – is conducting
literature reviews. The growth in research is

The traditional solution to this problem is to rely on

having a profound impact on early stages of the

form-based query builders and other proprietary

literature review, especially when it comes to

search tools. However, these typically require the

formulating search strategies and systematically

user to articulate their search using complex Boolean

screening the results. Without an effective search

syntax, with limited support for error checking or

strategy, the review may not be reproducible and

optimization. This approach also has a number of

there is a risk of biasing citations towards recently

other shortcomings:

published work that’s more readily findable
and accessible. Both of these biases can have a

1.

Boolean expressions are poor at communicating

significant impact on the quality and validity of the

structure. Without physical cues such as

results. To mitigate these risks, researchers need

indentation, parentheses and other delimiters

to be able to formulate search strategies that are

can become lost among other alphanumeric

comprehensive, transparent, and reproducible.

characters. They also scale poorly: as queries
grow in size, readability becomes progressively
degraded. They are also highly error-prone - even
if syntax checking is provided, it is still possible
to place parentheses incorrectly, changing the
semantics of the whole expression.
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2.

Managing search strategies using tools such

straight into a paper which creates problems further

as Word or PDF introduces errors through

down the line. So how can librarians encourage

unwanted conversion of control characters,

effective screening?

removal of spaces, addition of line breaks etc.
3.

Copy and pasting searches from documents/
spreadsheets into search boxes introduces
further errors.

4.

Abstracts aren’t always what they seem
Often the abstract is recommended as a starting
point. Some abstracts are well structured, provide

Search strategies published as supplementary

a good overall summary of the paper, and can be

data can become lost over time.

a more effective resource than skim-reading the
full paper. The problem is that the quality of an

As experts in helping students and researchers build

abstract can vary widely. It may lack enough detail

effective search strategies, librarians are well-placed

for experienced researchers, or be too long or too

to make the most of new and emerging technologies

technical for new researchers. This inconsistency

to overcome these limitations.

can be a barrier to researchers trying to assess a
batch of papers methodically in a limited space

The skim-reading problem
Having determined an effective search strategy to
retrieve a focused set of results, the challenge is then
screening the research for relevance. For a team
carrying out a systematic review, members will follow
a defined screening protocol based on PRISMA5. They
will specifically be looking for relevance of the study
population, the intervention, and the outcome. For
a general literature review, an individual student or
researcher will screen search results using the title
and the abstract, or by skim-reading the entire paper.
But with hundreds of papers to review, this can be
overwhelming. And while skim-reading as a technique
is something we all increasingly rely on to keep
up, knowledge acquired in this way is often quickly
forgotten. This can mean important information ends
up getting missed or the paper has to be re-read. The
temptation then (especially for students) is to skip
the exploratory phase of a literature review and dive

© Copyright Scholarcy.com. All rights reserved

of time. Ideally, what’s needed at this stage is an
accessible snapshot of the research that identifies the
objectives, methods, and key findings - but with less
detail than the full paper. This level of consistency
could make it easier to get a good overview of a
collection of papers and draw more meaningful
observations and comparisons in less time.
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2: Tackling the full text
Once they’ve helped the student or researcher

For postgraduate students and early career

identify a collection of papers that will best support

researchers, the challenge at this stage is becoming

their work, the librarian’s next challenge is to

adept at reading a wide range of styles - from

encourage the reading of those papers in full - to

qualitative research, systematic reviews and

determine the validity and reliability of their findings.

meta-analyses to economic analyses and many

This is often the point at which researchers, at all

other subject-specialist papers. Non-statisticians

levels, get frustrated and lose focus. For students,

will sometimes need to quickly analyse and draw

the temptation is to escape to secondary or tertiary

conclusions from complex data, and significant

sources. But while sources such as Wikipedia can

statistical findings can often get overlooked at this

be useful for background, they are no substitute for

point. Extracting statistical information from the text

understanding the primary material. And for more

can make it easier to understand and highlight any

experienced researchers, there is the temptation to

potential errors or anomalies. It can be helpful for

cite a source without reading it. Again, the best way of

researchers to study this type of information in an

reducing the chances of this happening is by adopting

environment that is separate from the rest of the

a systematic approach. Exploring some of the

paper for greater clarity and to aid focus.

sections, figures and tables in a non-linear way can be
a helpful way of getting to grips with a paper before
reading it from start to finish for the first time 6,7.

And depending on the discipline, some sections of
a paper will be more significant to the researcher
than others. So again, a systematic way of breaking

And it’s not just the length of the paper that can

down any research paper into its constituent parts

be overwhelming. Some of the language used

and highlighting the key elements of these parts is

in academic texts is dense to the point of being

a good way of removing unnecessary distractions,

impenetrable, especially for newer researchers who

particularly during the early stages of reading a

are less familiar with a subject. This can mean a lot

paper in full.

of time spent locating and defining unfamiliar terms
and concepts, another common source of frustration.
A tailored glossary of terms for every text would
come in handy at this point, but in the absence
of that, students rely on the library to teach them
techniques that will help them grasp the foundations
of a new subject quickly. Librarians also needs to
train students to develop a critical eye, paying close
attention to study design, sample size and potential
author bias, all of which takes time to perfect.
Trying to tackle all of these elements in one go by
diving straight into the paper will generally result in
confusion and frustration.
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3: Filling in the gaps: the art of following the
citation trail
Often the task of checking the sources a paper or

research papers - and virtually no preprints - will give

chapter cites is left too late in the literature review,

you direct links to follow these citation trails, to the

mainly because of how laborious this process can

frustration of many.

be. But that’s when the potential for propagating
misinformation can creep in. Without going directly
back to the original paper to verify assertions made
in later papers, researchers can leave their work
open to being discredited. Not only that, but the
opportunity to identify gaps in a piece of research
by systematically reviewing the findings of all the
papers it references (and then reviewing their
findings) is pivotal to a high-quality literature review.
Many researchers will spend days following citation
trails back to original ideas - their work being all the
richer for it - but an equal number will try to create
shortcuts at this stage and miss out significant
findings. Unless you’re using an enhanced PDF

Despite this, there are still relatively few technologies
attempting to solve the problem through text
mining to make the reviewing cited sources a more
integrated part of the literature review process. Tools
that make every in-text citation clickable (enabling
the reader to go directly to the source) are starting
to emerge, but still this only addresses part of the
problem. It’s also important for researchers to be
able to easily see the main findings of any cited
source so that they can verify the claims of a paper
while they’re reading it. Such technology would make
the review process more efficient, and improve the
quality of the output.

reader, or reading the article online, few published

Display of key findings from
cited sources in Scholarcy.
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libraries and researchers manage the
publication explosion.

i. Developing a search strategy

Today the need to develop search
strategies that are accurate, repeatable
and transparent has never been more
important. Up to now, the traditional
solution has been to use ‘advanced search’
or specialist ‘line-by-line’ query builders.

2Dsearch
At the heart of 2Dsearch is a graphical editor which

However, these require the use of complex

allows the user to formulate search strategies using

Boolean expressions and offer limited

a visual framework in which concepts are expressed

support for error checking or optimization.

as objects on a two-dimensional canvas. Search

In addition, each database has its own

terms can be combined using Boolean operators

user interface and query syntax to learn.

into groups which can be expanded or collapsed on

A simpler way to search accurately and

demand to facilitate transparency and readability.

effectively without worrying about syntax

This offers a more intuitive approach to search

and vendor specifics is needed.

strategy development and validation.

Tony Russell-Rose search and user-experience expert.

The application consists of a query canvas and a
search results pane, as shown below:

© Copyright Scholarcy.com. All rights reserved
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2Dsearch can take an existing search strategy and
turn it into a visual structure, for example:

((telemedicine |telehealth |”Internet
based”|telecare|”web based”|”mobile
phone”|telemedical|videoconferencing|”text
messaging”|”e mail”|telephone|”cell
Phone”|pda|”e health”)
(diabetes|diabetic|insulin))| Telediabetes

2D Search query canvas

Although relatively simple, this query is still difficult
to interpret, optimise or debug. However, when
opened using 2Dsearch, its structure becomes
more transparent:
2D Search structured query

Technologies supporting the literature review.
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Researchers can also choose to use automated search
suggestions to identify and include related concepts:

2D Search query translation

Search strategies can be shared and exported as
traditional Boolean strings.
2D Search automated search suggestion

2Dsearch offers new ways for search strategies to be
2Dsearch also provides support for automated

validated, shared and made reproducible. It provides

translation to the syntax of other databases. For

immediate utility to anyone wishing to search the

example, if we select the Query tab on the result pane,

world’s scientific literature in a systematic manner.

we’ll see our original query expressed as a Boolean
string, along with a number of automated translations:

Technologies supporting the literature review.
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ii. Analysing search results
Citation networks
There are an increasing number of tools available for

Librarian and blogger, Aaron Tay, regularly

building and analysing citation networks.

provides excellent analyses of these in his blog.

Citation Gecko
Citation Gecko is an easy-to-use online tool that

As you explore the cited-by and citing relationships,

creates focused co-citation networks from seed papers.

you can select these as new seed nodes to build

Seed papers can be added in the following ways:

up, progressively, a citation map of the literature in
your field.

• uploading a BibTeX file
• connect to your Zotero library

Citation Gecko visualises the citation connections.
But we can imagine a useful, future enhancement

• connect to your Mendeley library

that also shows the key concepts in each paper, so

• select from search results

that semantic connections might also be analysed.

Technologies supporting the literature review.
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Similarity networks
Similarity network tools make use of pre-built

thematically related papers to be clustered together.

semantic indexes that are based on topic modelling

Search strategies can then be refined in a visual way

or keyword co-occurrence. This allows semantically or

which may reduce the cognitive load of filtering and
reviewing a large number of search results.

Open Knowledge Maps (OKM)
OKM is an easy-to-use online tool that clusters
search results according to semantic connections
such as topics and keywords, which are
automatically extracted from the source documents.

Technologies supporting the literature review.

© Copyright Scholarcy.com. All rights reserved

Simply enter search term, choose a source
repository (PubMed or BASE), and OKM will
generate clusters that allow you to zoom in to
explore semantically related papers.
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Generated maps are given a persistent, shareable

OKM helpfully shows which papers are open-access

URL, and maps can be embedded on any web page.

via the unlocked padlock icon. When you select a
paper in a cluster, OKM shows the article metadata
and abstract in the margin, with a link to the full
text article.

OKM article metadata and abstract view.

We can imagine a future tool that combines the
functionality of Citation Gecko with OKM to show both
citation and semantic relationships between papers.

Technologies supporting the literature review.
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Iris.ai
As with Citation Gecko, Iris.ai starts with a seed paper

Similar to Open Knowledge Maps, Iris then clusters

(via a public URL). However, it differs from other tools

the results by keyword/concept, and as with OKM,

in that the input can also be a research question,

it also generates a persistent URL that you can

although this requires a minimum of a 100-word

bookmark and share.

description to be added for context.

You can then drill down into each concept cluster to view
semantically related papers. Selecting a paper allows you
to then run a new search using that paper as the seed.

Labelled search result clusters in Iris.ai

Technologies supporting the literature review.
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iii. Text mining
Once you have filtered promising papers using the

contain, to give you a greater understanding of

approaches described above, the next step might

their findings and relevance.

be to automate extraction of the knowledge they

GATE (General Architecture for Text Engineering)
The open-source GATE platform allows you to assemble

In the screenshots below, a pipeline has been

a pipeline of prebuilt text mining components (or

assembled for extracting knowledge statements such

build your own) which you can run over a collection

as methodological procedures, ethical compliance,

of documents. The output can be exported to various

and expanding abbreviations.

formats (XML, CSV) for later analysis.

Automated extraction of procedure statements in GATE

Technologies supporting the literature review.
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Automated extraction of ethical compliance statements in GATE

Some of the benefits of GATE include:
• no programming ability required to build your own
text-mining pipeline
• comprehensive documentation
• online and in-person training courses
• number and variety of available plugins that can
enhance it’s out-of-the-box functionality.

Technologies supporting the literature review.
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The displacy.serve command lets us visualise the
output in HTML with the entities highlighted:

spaCy
Unlike GATE, spaCy does require programming skills in
Python to use, although there are many tutorials online,
including the excellent spaCy documentation at https://
spacy.io/usage
sciSpacy is a spaCy plugin that is useful for analysing
biomedical papers, particularly for identifying concepts,
abbreviations and negations. Let’s look at an example:

While many useful anatomical and disease entities
have been identified, a number of generic terms such
as ‘subjects’, ‘investigated’, and ‘group’ have also been
highlighted, so we would need to write additional
code to classify and filter out unwanted entity types.

Technologies supporting the literature review.
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Read less. Learn more.

Scholarcy

This extracts nicely parsed BibTeX, directly from the
binary PDF file. The BibTeX data can be imported

For those who don’t want to download, install and learn

into library catalogue systems or reference

new software, or don’t want to write their own code,

management software.

we built Scholarcy. Part of our goal was ‘text mining for
the rest of us’: a simple way that anyone could upload
a paper, or collection of papers, and return structured
information such as keywords, concepts, section
summaries, facts, findings, and bibliographic references.
Scholarcy provides a number of Application
Programming Interfaces (APIs) for this. Let’s look at a
couple of examples.
BibTeX data generated by Scholarcy

1. Extracting the references from a recent preprint as
BibTeX

2. Extracting metadata and generating a summary of
the main findings from a recent preprint

We pass the preprint URL to the references extraction
API endpoint - this can be done using the ‘curl’

We pass the article URL to the Highlights API endpoint:

command-line tool, or programmatically in e.g. Python.
Here we are using curl:

curl -X GET -F external_metadata=true
-F structured_summary=true -F

curl -X GET -F url=https://www.

url=https://www.medrxiv.org/content/

medrxiv.org/content/medrxiv/

medrxiv/early/2019/08/26/19002147.full.

early/2019/08/26/19002147.full.pdf -F

pdf -F reference_format=bibtex https://

reference_format=bibtex https://ref.

api.scholarcy.com/api/highlights/

scholarcy.com/api/references/download

extract
This creates structured data in JSON format which
can be passed on to other tools for aggregation and
further analysis.

Technologies supporting the literature review.
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The card shows the main concepts in the paper (similar
to those extracted by sciSpacy), and links them to
their Wikipedia articles to provide the background
knowledge required to get the most from the article.
The card also highlights important facts (yellow) and
main findings (pink), as shown in the abstract:
Scholarcy converts PDFs to structured data

Scholarcy also has a web application which renders
the information extracted from a paper as a summary
flashcard, which can be saved to a library for review,
sharing, annotation and export.
Unlike the original PDF, the summary card is
responsive, and automatically resizes to fit your
current device, so you can keep up-to-date with
research wherever you are.

The study aims and findings are also summarised in
the ‘Highlights’ tab, and the figures are extracted and
cross-referenced in the text.

Scholarcy summary flashcard

Technologies supporting the literature review.
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